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L 
onger summers and erratic rainfall in 

. 	 Tamil Nadu have raised doubts over 
whether the state is experiencing im
pacts of climate change. Even if 
present-day weather uncertainties can
not be conclusively linked to climate 
change, there are several Indications 
that unpredictable climate will become 
the norm in the coming years. Is the 
state prepared to deal with the situa
tion? 

The location of th~ state on the 
wrong side of the monsoonal curtain 
makes it more vulnerable to climate 
change. While the average annual rain
fall for Tamil Nadu is 998 millimetres, 

the comparative figure for 
Kerala is 3,055mm. The West
ern Ghats block the monsoonal 
clouds as they enter the penin
sula from the southwest. This 

STATE also impacts the. rivers flowing 
OF through the state, with only

TamilNadu two riverine systems - Cau
....--.--.- --.----- --..---. very and Thaniirabarani 

. emerging from the Western 
Ghats and thereby having water flow 
throughout the year. The other rivers in 
the state emerge from the drier hill 
tracts and have a good flow only when 
it rains, thereby making the state vul
nerable to.drought. 

According to the Tamil Nadu State 
Action Plan for Climate Change 
(TNSAPCC), agriculture in the state is 
vulnerable. "The projected increase in 
minimum and maximum temperatures, 
decrease in number of rainfall days, 
increase in. intensity of rainfall, carbon 
dioxide, cyclones, . and rise in the sea 
level projected for the future have all 
implications vis-a.-vis enhabced soil ero
sion, 10ss in soil nutrient, increase in 
pests and diseases, loss in productivity 
due to flooding of extended areas with 
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cented with climate 
change. Thus, though the 
average annual rainfall 
over TN may not change 
over time, its distribution 
could change. 

The TNSAPCC quotes 
modeling studies for rice 
production and states that 
there will be a likely increase 
in productivity of rice in Tamil 
Nadu in the near future, Le., in 2020s 
with respect to current levels of produc
tion. However, in 2050s the production 
during the kharif season (southwest 
monsoon) is likely to reduce by 30% to 
35% and in2080s there might be yield 
reduction up to 80%. During the north
west monsoon period, Le., the rabi.sea
son, in the 2050s, the rice yields are al
most same as that of the current pro
ductivity and further increase in tem
perature during 2080s had negative 

. impact and reduced the yields up to 25% 
in most of the districts of TN. 

The state's water supply situation 
will worsen and the adverse impact of 
this will not be felt only on agriculture 
but on all sectors ..of the economy. The 
gap between the demand and supply is 
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'.. 
respect to what is occurring now," says 
the report. 

Tamil Nadu receives rainfall in two 
spells - first the southwest monsoon 
from July to September, and the north
'east monsoon from Octoberto Decem
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trend in the past decade has shownthe proposes to provide weather Incorporate climate change in 
southwest monsoon has been decreas based iIsurance for fanners coastal management plan 
ing from its share of 48% to 24%, and ~~3:;V?~~ffE~~~ I 	 IProvidethe northeast monsoon has increased Groundwater recharge. alternate livelihoods forfrom 34% to 63%. The steadier south . capture surface affed~ c:ommunitles alongwest monsoon is better for agricul	 wall has led to higher erosion in southwest monsoon has been' water runoff coast, farmers ' .ture unlike the northeast mon	 :;,. Sea level will increase; ... the northern part of the city decreasing from 48% to 24%, 
soon, which comes in short .. :~\sU'l(;,;~Y IPromote renewabIes 	 northeast monsoon has gone upseawaterIng~ IIke!Y into land ,· Increased construction activity
bursts of heavy rainfall. 	 and green buldings, cut down 

As areslJlt salinity ofwater in along East ~Road is ;a, sw monsoon more useful forThis trend could get ac	 carbon emissions 
land will go up destroying sand dunes fanning; northeast comes with!lnaease tree cover 

outside forests, strengthen bio >' Newports will destroy natural ·r· Power plants, proposed destructive storms 
seawater barriers .e captive ports in Nagapilttinamdiversity 	 » Climate change will hit rice 
mangroves 	 Will aggravate erosion

-i,·i, 1/;, >!;~~,' ,:~ ~ (f iUse of efficient production, reducing it by 300/0 to ' 
>- In Chennal the harbour sea Over the past decade, 35% byvehicles, alternative fuels 

expected to fIfth assessment report of the Intergov as power plants, highways, urban cen negotiators had been actively partici
be 11% by 2020 ernmental Panel on Climate Change tres, ports and fishing harbours. In pating in the international climate 

and 17% by2050. (IPCC-AR5) predicts the global mean sea creased intensity of cyclonic activity and change negotiations since the Rio 
Adding to this level rise by the last two decades of the storm surges, combined with the effect Earth Summit in 1992, the national ac

would be the poor 21st century (as compared to sea levels of sea level rise can make these popula tion plan on climate change was re
health of the water sources in 1986-2005) will likely to be in the tions and infrastructure vulnerable. leased only in June 2008. 

in the state. For agriculture, this would range of 26cm-55cm under a low-emis The measures listed as part of the The state governments are develop
mean an increased demand for irriga sions scenario, and 45cm-82cm for a state's action plan include the introduc- ing their action plans seven years after 
tion water in the upper basin, coupled high-emissions scenario. The TNSAPCC , tion of weather-based insurance scheme that and 23 years after the internation
with .a reduction in surface water avail predicts a sea level rise for TN to be b.e for farmers and livelihood diversifica al community decided to deal with cli~ 
ability in the delta regions. This will be tween 19cm and 73cm. tion. The plan also intends to add aware mate change. Though TN's action plan 
especially so in the Cauvery delta, The sea level rise would submerge ness about climate change to all commu is broad in its sweep, it will turn into 
where the demand for groundwater ex the mangroves as well as increase salin nity livelihood support programmes. action only if the government thinks 
traction would .increase. Increased ity of the wetlands. Coral bleaching be These and others are the areas that the through the details in discussion with 
northeast monsoon in the tail end of the cause of increase in sea surface tem state has included as partof a process in the communities and backs it up with 
Cauvery delta where drainage is al peratures, which has been observed . which all states were asked to develop. enough funds and administrative sup
ready a problem can increase dtances every swnmer since 2005, could become The Union ministry of environment, port. Only mitigative and adaptive ac
of flooding. This, combined with the a regular phenomenon. The coastal re forest and climate change endorsed the tion can help the state vulnerable to 
expected sea level rise can result in in gion of the state supports the livelihood TNSAPCC on March 31, 2015. climate change. 
creased salinization of coastal farm of a large population, with economic India's approach to dealing with 
lands. activities such as fishing, tourism, aqua climate change has been high on rhet (The autlwr is regional environment 

With a I,076km long coastline, Tamil culture, salt mining and coastal agricul~ . oric and less on policy planning and manager with Panos South Asia. 
Nadu is vulnerable to sea level rise. The ture. Italso supports infrastructure such implementation. Even though Indian Views are personal) 
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